
BACKHOE LOADER

FULLY LOADED
IS THE NEW
STANDARD
Meet Your Moneymaker

Simple to Operate,  
Easy to Service

Maximize Value

Backed by a Standard 
4-Year/4,000-Hour  
Warranty



Delivering a combination of versatility, value and performance, the SLB95 backhoe packs a dynamic 
punch. Built with functionality at the forefront, the SLB95 is your next multipurpose MVP. This machine 
is perfectly sized to do a variety of jobs and is loaded up for major performance. With a swing boom 
excavator on one end and a wheel loader on the other, you can count on the SLB95 to keep your 
worksite running like a well-oiled machine and fill in the gaps that other machines leave behind.

THE SWISS 
ARMY KNIFE OF
CONSTRUCTION

WHY SANY  
BACKHOES?

*Warranty applies to 2023 Backhoe models only.



Since 2006, SANY America has been investing in and growing 
across the U.S. From our 272-acre facility in Georgia, where 
we employ over 300 American employees, to our growing 
dealer network that stretches from Maine to Washington, SANY 
America is dedicated to building business across America.

Our industry-leading warranty is proof of SANY’s durability. 
Through our local service network SANY proudly shows 
continuous support to our machines and the people who operate 
them. SANY America is dedicated to helping American-owned 
businesses thrive with our commitment to value, performance 
and service.

PROUDLY
MADE FOR 

AMERICA
THE SWISS 
ARMY KNIFE OF
CONSTRUCTION

MODEL 
SLB95  
NET 
POWER 
95 hp
DIG 
DEPTH 
14’ 3”
OPERATING 
WEIGHT 
17,637 lbs
LOADER  
BUCKET CAPACITY 
1.3 yd3

EXCAVATOR  
BUCKET CAPACITY 
0.34 yd3
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THE WORKHORSE
OF PUBLIC WORKS
Bells and whistles don’t build public trust. Reliability and performance do. When you’ve got digging, hauling and loading 
to do, you need a backhoe you can count on to get the job done. The SANY SLB95 is built for multipurpose performance 
and operator ease. With a 95hp Deutz engine, 14' 3" excavator dig depth and 17,637 lbs operating weight. The SANY 
SLB95 is the do-it-all powerhouse you’ve been looking for.

SLB95

To provide peace of mind and ensure maximum uptime, SANY backs all its 

equipment with robust standard warranties. That’s our commitment to keeping 

your fleet running at peak performance. Our network of local dealers will 

partner with you for routine maintenance and be there for warranty repairs. 

You can trust SANY to keep you moving, year-round.

WE'VE GOT
YOUR
BACK



KEY FEATURES ||| SLB95
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DEXTERITY
With intuitive handling and responsive controls, the 
SLB95 quickly jumps from task to task and site to 
site like a champ. And it digs, handles, carries and 
transports without a trailer.

SERVICEABILITY
Because ease of service means back in service, SANY 
builds all its equipment with trusted components, 
straightforward designs and accessible service points.  

PERFORMANCE
At the heart of the SLB95 is a 95hp Deutz engine, 
configured for optimal breakout force. That power 
is matched with a 4WD powershift transmission and 
limited slip differential to deliver power and stability.    

COMFORT
New and veteran operators alike will feel at home 
behind the wheel of this rugged beast. The spacious, 
comfortable cab is ROPS/FOPS-certified for earth 
moving and agriculture. The intuitive pilot controls 
include load-sensing hydraulics for multi-function 
performance and enhanced feedback. 

VALUE
This is your moneymaking machine. With more 
standard features and the industry’s best warranty, 
the SLB95 delivers more and costs less. 

INDUSTRY-LEADING
WARRANTIES
To provide peace of mind and ensure maximum 
uptime, the SLB95 is backed by a 4-year/4,000-hour 
industry-leading standard warranty. 

SUPPORT
SANY offers outstanding aftermarket support.  
Our network of local dealers will partner with you  
for routine maintenance and will be there for  
warranty repairs.



1. 4WD ZF POWERSHIFT 
TRANSMISSION 

2. LIMITED SLIP 
DIFFERENTIAL 

3. AUXILIARY CIRCUIT 
BREAKER LINE

4. ROPS/FOPS-CERTIFIED 
CAB (ISO-3471, ISO-

27850, ISO-3449)

FULLY LOADED
IS THE NEW
STANDARD
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5.  LOAD-SENSING 
HYDRAULICS WITH ISO/
SAE PATTERN CHANGE

6. BUCKET FLOAT 
AND RETURN-TO-DIG 

FUNCTIONALITY

7. FLIP-OVER PADS AND 
OUTRIGGER CYLINDER 

GUARDS

8. OPTIONAL CLIMATE-
CONTROLLED CAB OR 

CANOPY

STANDARD FEATURES ||| SLB95
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In the SLB95, operators have it made. Its controls are easy to learn, making operator onboarding easy and boosting 
productivity. But there’s nothing simple about the amount of work this backhoe can do. The load sensing hydraulic system 
handles big loads while delivering seamless handling and exceptional breakout force. Outstanding safety features give 
peace of mind to workers inside the cab and out. Inside the cab, operators will enjoy its ergonomically friendly cab with 
intuitive display and multiple usage options that make their jobs easier. But there’s more to love: Bluetooth speakers, radio, 

and options for in-cab climate control certainly don’t hurt morale.

SHOW-STOPPING PERFORMANCE
A powerful 4WD transmission makes sure that no one will put the SLB95 in a corner anytime soon. The combination 
ISO/SAE pattern change capability makes for easy customization and operation, along with the float and return-to-dig 
functions. When attachments are needed, the backhoe’s parallel lift loader makes attachment coupling easy for common 
tools like breakers and forks, and models come with the option to add quick couplers for added compatibility.

SAFETY-CERTIFIED
The SLB95 goes the extra mile to ensure safe working conditions. The cab is ROPs- and FOPs-certified, ensuring the safety 
of the operator and features a 3’’ retractable seatbelt for security on the jobsite and on the road. Flip-over pads further 
enhance the machine’s stability by protecting against rollover or flipping. To combat visibility issues on the ground and in 
the cab, the backhoe is outfitted with eight bright LED lights and traffic lights for the road.

OPERATOR EXPERIENCE ||| SLB95
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A SAFE, PRODUCTIVE
SPACE FOR OPERATORS

MODEL SLB95

4 WHEEL DRIVE •
LOADER PARALLEL LIFT •
RETURN TO DIG •
FLIP-OVER PADS WITH CYLINDER GUARDS •
QUICK COUPLER •
ROPS/FOPS CERTIFIED CAB •
DRIVE SHAFT GUARD •
REINFORCED RESIN THRUST PLATES •
BREAKER LINE •
BUCKET FLOAT •



BACKHOE LOADER

SANYAMERICA.COM

FULLY LOADED IS THE 
NEW STANDARD

EASE OF SERVICE
When we say that SANY machines are built to endure, we’re really talking about service. SANY equipment is 
intentionally designed to be easily and efficiently serviced with features such as wide compartment doors and ground-
level access to make maintenance more efficient. Because ease of service means back in service.

YOUR ON SITE MONEYMAKER
The SLB95 is the machine you use to get stuff done. Its 4WD and limited slip differential provide traction and stability 
and maintain performance even in the muddiest conditions, while the ZF axles keep the drive train primed for rough 
applications. Easy-to-access grease points will keep maintenance easy and quick, and the cab’s enjoyable features 
make operation pleasant and engaging. Reliability, versatility, productivity, and value – what’s not to love?

LOW-COST FINANCING
With SANY Capital, you can take advantage of a network of lenders offering different types of financing programs to meet 

your requirements when purchasing SANY equipment. It’s a more flexible way to get heavy equipment for your business 

with customized financing solutions. So, go ahead, pick out the SANY equipment you need to tackle your next big project. 

And rest easy knowing that SANY Capital is standing by to make sure your financing process is always fast, simple, and 

convenient. SANY Capital and its lender partners stand behind you with 100% financing options covering your entire 

equipment purchase, including attachments, delivery, and taxes.

SERVICE, VALUE & 
SIMPLE OPERATION  





SANY America Inc.

318 SANY Way

Peachtree City | GA 30269

| T | 470-552-SANY

BRFLY23SWBMHEX001

sanyamerica.com
In the interest of continual equipment development, 
SANY America Inc. reserves the right to change these 
specifications at any time without prior notification.

© 2023 SANY AMERICA INC.

*Warranty applies to 2023 Backhoe models only.


